INVITATION TO BID
UNDP CYP ITB 103 2018
CONSERVATION WORKS OF THE AGIOS ANDRONICOS CHURCH
Clarifications no:1 dated 29 November 2018
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QUERY
Would a total value of one similar executed Project with a
cost of more than 650,000 Euro satisfy the previous
relevant experience criteria?
- DRWG P04 The roof secton to be permanently supported
at both EAST & WEST PORTIONS whereas in DRWG CW02
LATERAL SECTION SHOWS ONlY the EAST section . Please
clarify whether the west portion also to be supported.
Would steel system can be used instead of timber sections.

Would temporary supports also can be made of steel
components
SD01 States the external fencing system to be repaired ,
whereas no mention either in BOQ and Technical
Specifications. Please clarify.
Technical Specification page 16; F 6.0 Formwork
(permanent supports). Quote:
“Unless specifically stated otherwise, sizes shown on
drawings are finished sized and....... whereas no sizes can
be found on the drawings. Please clarify.
BOQ page 4 3.ROOF K.11.0 / N.14.0 description:
“The existing roof section should temporarily be supported
and secured by scaffolds to prevent a future collapse and
ensure both the stability and integrity of the roof as well as
visitor safety.” Please clarify whether the permanent
scaffolding also included in this item.
There are secant piles shown in Drawing No: S.D.01 to
construct but not shown in BOQ?
Technical Specs.P43 refer to the Geo Investigation in
parallel with BOQ 9 EXTERNAL Works Item 5. Please clarify
whether the drawings SD01 and SD02 showing all structural
details for the secant piling will be executed or not, if so
there is no item for such work in the BOQ.
In Drawing No.: P02 a drainage system is shown but not
included in BOQ
In Drawing No. P14 there is a south elevation door to be
constructed but not shown in BOQ
In drawing CW02, we can see permenant scaffolding
system. However, we have not seen such item in either
BoQ or in the technical specifications. Hence we are unable
to price the item.
In drawings SD01 and SD02 we can see secant pilings.
However, we have not seen such item in either BoQ or in

CLARIFICATION
The technical requirement is specified; bidders are to submit
information on projects they deem relevant. We always
encourage formation of consortiums to meet the
administrative and technical requirements.
DRWG P03 shows clearly that east and west portions of the
roof shall be supported.

At this stage of the tender changes of materials will not be
considered. Bidders have to prepare whatever is specified in
the specifications, bills and drawings.
Same reply as above for Q3.
Please price the bills as they are.

The Bills is revised to include a Provisional Sum amount of
Euro 15,000 for the supports temporary and permanent as
per the drawings.
Please see Revision no:1 dated 29 November 2018.

Please price the bills as they are.
The geotechnical investigations will be done for the
stipulated parameters. There is no execution of the piling.

There is a provisional sum amount of Euro 5,000 for the
drainage.
BoQ Item 6.2 covers the south elevation door.
Please refer to the clarification provided for Q6 and Q7.

Please price the bills as they are.

Q14

Q15

Q16

Q17

the technical specifications. Hence we are unable to price
the item
The submission deadline is clashing with Arsenal project .
We will highly appreciate it if you could extent the
submission at least for 10 days?
we want to prepare an offer for Agios Andronikos church
and we would like to visit the church and see "in situ" the
wall paintings and the historical mortars.
It is possible someone to open the church for us?
Conservation Works of the Agios Andronicos Church mesh in apse up the main North entrance
What is meant by the BOQ item below not understood,
where is this please clarify?
6. Windows and Doors
In apse up the main
3
M.13.8
1
Item
North entrance
Conservation Works of the Agios Andronicos Church Permanent scaffolding.
The BOQ item below says that there is a temporary
scaffolding to be set up inside the church however
drawings showing that scaffolding is to be permanent.
Could you please clarify?

The submission deadline will not change.

The church is accessible.

Technical specifications, page 44 article 13.8 describes what
is required.

Please refer to the clarification provided for Q6 and Q7,
please also note that scaffolding is not mentioned in the
BoQ.

